5 questions that need to be asked, from the perspective of data integrity
and worker empowerment
This brief provides a reference for worker reporting and worker empowerment tools and programs from the context of
‘worker voice,’ a concept that emerged with the birth of the organized labour movement during the Industrial Revolution.
Two fundamental aspects of ‘worker voice’ have always been:
(1)
(2)

Capturing the voices, experiences, and needs of workers, and
Channeling that voice into a clear mechanism for remediation for those workers.

Five key questions are presented to help guide designers, funders, and users of worker empowerment and worker reporting
tools to explore the opportunities and also the risks of capturing worker feedback and worker data, particularly digital data.
The concept and importance of ‘worker voice’ is over two
centuries old, arising in historical texts around the start of the
Industrial Revolution, and becoming a central aspect of the
nascent organized labour movement in the late 1800s when
trade unions became more established in Britain and the
United States. From then until now, freedom of association,
collective bargaining, and worker representation –
fundamental aspects of labour unions – have been the main
conduit for worker voice to employers and regulators. In
recent years, however, new laws are now requiring
companies to take increased responsibility for trafficking and
slavery across their entire supply chains, which may be
several tiers deep for each product, and spanning different
countries and regions of the world. Global buyers now need
visibility of working conditions and risks of workers in places
where there may be little to no unionization, and they need to
reach into some far corners of the world as well.
Besides long-term efforts to strengthen freedom of
association and collective bargaining across the developing
world, an ongoing work-in-progress, the development of
technology to enable worker reporting has flourished in the
past seven years, to harness information from workers using,
primarily, mobile phones. In some cases, the information is

Q1. WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO COLLECT RELIABLE PRIMARY
DATA FROM WORKERS THAT DOES NOT DO ANY HARM?
 Use technology that is being used by the majority of
workers in their daily lives. Note that in many parts of
the world, this is changing rapidly. Conduct sound user
studies.

 Strive for inclusivity, also referred to as democratized
worker voice, with equal access to worker voice channels
across the full diversity of the workforce. Nationality,
ethnicity, language, gender, and age are all important
insofar as these subgroups may do different types of
work, face different kinds of discrimination, and have
different levels of digital literacy. It is also helpful to
understand existing power structures and discriminatory
attitudes that may exist between employers and workers,

analyzed and packaged for a global buyer, for due diligence
purposes. In other cases, the information is exchanged on a
platform to provide workers with better information about
workplaces and recruiters. Some tools work toward both of
these ends – informing business due diligence while
empowering and educating migrant workers. In all cases, the
new age of technology-enabled worker voice exposes
workers to risks as well as opportunities, which need to be
clearly understood and mitigated from a data integrity and
ethical perspective.
Five important questions need to be asked from the
perspective of data integrity and worker security and
empowerment. We take the position that, as with the
organized labour movements, the critical challenge is not just
about obtaining credible, reliable data from workers, it is
equally about having a clear, safe mechanism to work with
employers, regulators, or the justice system to drive change
and offer remediation to exploited or harmed workers.
Absent the latter, technology product developers, product
users, and donors have to be especially diligent about
unintended negative consequences on vulnerable worker
populations from asking sensitive questions without having a
clear pathway to solutions.
and also within workers, to understand possible barriers
to access to worker voice that may create biases in the
data, as well as barriers in access to remediation and
justice.

 Does this require technology?

What are other safer,
effective alternatives? In some ecosystems, research,
worker representation models, or locally-based change
agents can be highly effective at connecting with the
breadth of worker populations, articulating their priorities
and needs, and ensuring a sound and safe connection to
remedy. However, in the supply chain context, these
models often fall apart in the eyes of those aspiring to
scale up their worker reporting data, since these three
non-tech-oriented alternatives are often locally or
geographically rooted, and data quality and integrity will
likely decline as scale increases, particularly in multi-

tiered supply chains.
Consider the trade-off of quality
(of data and responsiveness to worker needs) and
quantity, especially in light of the fact that every query
for workers’ personal information and perspectives
brings risks for the worker from the data and personal
privacy and security perspective.

 ASK YOURSELF.

How well positioned are you to be
monitoring and responding to those risks? What is the
desired trade-off between data quality and quantity? It is
fair to consider and prioritize scale. However, aspirations
of scale have to be balanced with the erosion of on-theground effectiveness in responding to vulnerable workers
that results from actioning worker data.

Q2. WHAT ARE THE RISKS WHEN DATA COLLECTED FROM
WORKERS IS NOT CREDIBLE OR RELIABLE?
The risks to workers from collecting their data, particularly
digital data, depends in part on how that data is treated,
stored, shared, and actioned, which raises a range of ethical
issues1. Some concerns to watch out for include:

 Incomplete or inaccurate information being shared with
workplace management could result in real labour risks
not being identified and addressed, which could in turn
decrease confidence in and increase fatigue with worker
voice efforts.

 Incomplete or inaccurate information being shared with
global buyers, and their acting on poor or incomplete
information, could negatively impact the supplier as well
as their workers.
Pulling back engagement and
procurement from the supplier could unfairly impact the
supplier’s business, which could also increase risks to
workers through job instability and reprisal.

Q3. WHAT QUALIFIES AS A CLEAR AND SAFE MECHANISM
TO DRIVE CHANGE, REMEDIATION, AND/OR JUSTICE?
Options for remediation—whether from the State or the
employer— can get complicated in the context of more
complex supply chains, as well as with international
recruitment of workers. However, it can also open up new
opportunities for driving remedy due to the wider range of
duty bearers and broader acceptance of the concept of
shared responsibility for remedy for workers in global supply
chains. For example:

 Relationships with exporters and recruitment agencies
can help to encourage remedy by upstream employers,
with global buyers also being able to encourage action
on the part of the exporters through supply chain
leverage if needed.

 Relationships with effective

’champions’ in local
government can help to drive action and remedy through
both State-based remedial mechanisms as well as
through their influence over employers.

Other examples and approaches are discussed in some detail
in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
(Ruggie Principles). Providers and developers of worker
1

voice-based programs and worker reporting technology tools
may be locally-based or remotely-based in relation to where
workers sharing feedback are located.
Either way,
mechanisms to achieve the following are recommended:

 Ability to stay connected and iterate. Stay connected to
workers to monitor progress and risks after worker data
is shared and actioned; if possible, iterative feedback and
guidance to the employer can be helpful, especially when
the workers cannot provide direct feedback due to
language barriers, low capacity of human resources,
threats of reprisal, or other reasons.

 Technical capacity to drive and guide remediation.
Ensure that a responder in the locality of the workers has
the technical capacity to be able to manage the data and
personal security risks of the workers, as well as the
technical capacity to drive a remedial response for the
injured or abused workers.

 Responsiveness.

Responsiveness is critical for (a)
mitigating risks that have a potential to bring harm to
workers, or unfair adverse impacts on their employers;
and, (b) maintaining the trust and confidence of workers
and/or their employers.
If workers initially share
feedback about issues and they never hear anything
again about any actions addressing their concerns, they
will likely lose trust and interest in the tool, which
hopefully will not contribute to worker reporting fatigue.

Q4. WHAT ARE THE RISKS WHEN DATA IS COLLECTED
FROM WORKERS, BUT THERE IS NO CLEAR AND SAFE
MECHANISM TO DRIVE REMEDY?
 Wasting the workers’ time, and possibly getting their
hopes up for little to nothing, which poses ethical risks 1.

 Falling victim to ’technology for technology’s sake.’ It’s
only worth it if the benefits outweigh the risks. The
quality and reliability of the data will also likely decline
over time if workers do not see results from sharing their
data and perspectives.

 Creating fatigue and scepticism among workers, which
may negatively impact their willingness to participate in
future interventions which may actually be better
positioned to help them.

 ASK YOURSELF: Are you disrupting the market or
community in a way that may ultimately not benefit
workers, for motivations that are not centred on worker
welfare?

Q5. WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN FOR THE ‘WORKER VOICE
DATA’ TO MAKE ANY REAL DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF
THE WORKERS WHO REPORTED, AND, TO WORKERS MORE
GENERALLY?
 Don’t get too dazzled by the large amounts of data that
could potentially be collected. Remember data quality,
data ethics, worker privacy and security, and ‘so what’ what is the direct path through which the collection of
such worker reporting will improve the lives of workers?
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